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Abstract In previous models the distribution of radial ten-
sile stresses in the tree trunk has been explained as a re-
sponse to the mechanisms of growth stress generation in the
longitudinal and tangential directions. We investigated the
contribution of ray tissue to growth stress generation in the
tree trunk by the origin of the radial stresses during differ-
entiation of parenchyma cells. Measurements on three
konara oak trees (Quercus serrata Thunb.) were carried out
comparing the radial residual strain of big oak rays with the
radial residual strain of the axial tissues (containing only
uniseriate rays). The results indicated that the ray tissue
generated tensile growth stress in the radial direction of the
trunk (the axial direction of the parenchyma cells). In con-
trast to previous assumptions, the growth stresses seem to
be variable in relation to the individual tissue types. The
mechanical advantage of a radially prestraining effect of the
rays is discussed for the living tree.
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Introduction

Trees have adapted their shape and structure to terrestrial
load conditions.1 In particular, in the case of wind loads,
trees are endangered on their lee side, as the longitudinal
compressive strength of wood is only half of its longitudinal
tensile strength.2 Therefore, the compression side is pro-
tected by longitudinal tensile and tangential compressive

stresses at the surface.3,4 These growth stresses are gener-
ated during the differentiation process of the secondary
xylem. Fibers or tracheids, respectively, shorten longi-
tudinally and expand tangentially depending on their
microfibril angles and lignin contents.5–8 In addition to lon-
gitudinal and tangential stresses, radial stresses occur in the
tree trunk. Low radial compressive stress in the cambial
zone is a basic, necessary condition for regular cell differen-
tiation.9,10 In the differentiated xylem the radial compressive
stresses change to radial tensile stresses, increasing toward
the pith. According to models of the origin of growth
stresses in trees, the radial stress distribution is a response
to continual generation of longitudinal and tangential
stresses of fibers and tracheids in the differentiation
zone.11,12

Recently, the mechanical relevance of rays in the living
tree was pointed out by several authors.4,13,14 The cell wall
structure and lignification of ray cells is comparable to that
of fibers and tracheids, even though the S2 layer is less
dominant.15 Because growth stress generation is explained
by taking the volume fraction of each secondary wall layer,
the microfibril angle, and the lignification into considera-
tion, it seems reasonable to expect that the ray parenchyma
cells also generate growth stresses during their differen-
tiation and maturation. Such hints were first found by
Schniewind and Kersavage16 in an investigation on second-
order drying stresses in California black oak.

The objective of the present study was to show that
models for the distribution of radial tensile stress in the tree
trunk in response to the longitudinal and tangential growth
stress generation must be expanded, as radial tensile
stress generation in the ray tissue must be taken into
consideration.

Material and methods

Three trunks of konara oak (Quercus serrata Thunb.)
grown in Gifu Prefecture, Japan were selected. Trunks with
a diameter of approximately 20cm were cut to a length of
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120cm. During the entire investigation the wood was kept
in the green condition to avoid shrinkage effects. First, the
release strain was measured to obtain information on the
stress distribution in the whole trunk. The longitudinal and
radial released strains were measured, respectively, by past-
ing wire strain-gauges on the surface of a radial bole and
making grooves about 2cm in depth using a hand saw and
hand chisel17 (Fig. 1).

A central trunk section with a length of 40cm was then
removed for detailed radial strain measurements. A trian-
gular segment was cut from the trunk section to make the
radial surface accessible, as shown in Fig. 2. To avoid radial
stress release during the surface preparation a 3cm wide
channel depression was shaped with a hand chisel. The
distance from the outer side of the depression to the cam-
bium layer along the whole section was 1.5cm (the distance
of the strain gauges to the cambium was 3cm) (Fig. 2). This
position was chosen because at this position the radial ten-
sile stress and longitudinal stress of the entire wood speci-
men were rather low (Fig. 1); therefore, the influence of the

axial tissue and the ray tissue seemed to be distinguished
more easily. At the bottom of this channel thin slices of fiber
bundles were removed surgically with a hand chisel until the
radial surfaces of two matched large oak rays were uncov-
ered (Fig. 2).

A 3-mm strain-gauge was glued in its axial direction
(radial direction of the trunk) to one of the large oak rays.
The second ray was removed totally to measure the released
strain in the radial direction of the axial tissue. Because large
oak rays always have a minimum distance between them in
the tangential direction, this method was suitable for avoid-
ing large rays at this point of measurement. However, the
term “axial tissue” must be qualified because “axial tissue”
still contains approximately 10% uniseriate rays, because
these rays could not be eliminated. A third wire strain-gauge
was used to measure the longitudinal strain of the axial
tissue at this position, as stress release in the longitudinal
direction of the axial tissue influences the radial measure-
ments through Poisson’s effect.

The residual strain was released by making thin grooves
in the wood with a depth of approximately 1mm. The longi-
tudinal cuts were made first followed by the radial cuts.

The whole procedure was repeated 15 times for each oak
trunk (each with individual positions for categories 0/1/2) to
collect enough data for a sufficient comparison between the
rays and the axial tissue.

Results and discussion

Residual strain distribution of the radial surface

The three oak trees showed more or less the same distribu-
tion of residual strains in the entire wood samples. Oak
trunk 2 is an example (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Longitudinal and radial released strains of the trunk for oak
trunk 2. Straight lines, measured released strain; dotted line, calculated
strain, taking Poisson’s effect into consideration

Fig. 2. Procedure to detect radial strains of large rays and “axial tissue”
individually. This procedure was repeated for each tree at 15 positions
(see Fig. 3, A–O for categories 0 and 2); thus, there were 45 values for
each category (0, 1, 2)
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The released strain in the radial direction near the log
surface showed expansion of about 0.02%, and the longitu-
dinal released strain had approximately �0.076% contrac-
tion. Taking Poisson’s effect into account, longitudinal
contraction generates expansion in both the radial and tan-
gential directions. Poisson’s ratio, vLT, of Quercus serrata
Thunb. is 0.4417; thus, vLR might be smaller than vLT based on
the anisotropy of wood. Assuming that Poisson’s ratio vLR is
0.2–0.3, the radial expansive strain induced by the longitudi-
nal contraction could be 0.014%–0.028%. The radial re-
leased strain near the log surface shown by the dotted lines
in Fig. 1 should then be considered more or less zero strain
at the surface, and less contraction would appear near the
pith.

This pattern of residual strain coincides with the theo-
retical model of residual stress in the radial direction,11,12 so
it can be said that the results indicate a normal distribution.
Thus, one can be sure that the special measurements on the
ray tissue were carried out on trees with regular growth
stresses.

Released strains of ray tissue and axial tissue in the
radial direction

The three oak trees showed similar results regarding the
examinations of the radial strain of ray tissue and axial
tissue for the 90 measurements (Fig. 3). The large rays
contract with release of the stresses, so the results indicate
the presence of radial tensile stresses. The released strains
in the radial direction of the axial tissues indicate small
tensile or compressive stresses.

The released strain in the axial direction of the ray tissue
was measured by grooves made across the ray tissue; there-
fore, Poisson’s effect of the longitudinal released strain of
the axial tissue does not influence the result. On the other
hand, the influence of Poisson’s effect must be taken into
consideration for category 0 (Fig. 2), where the radial strain
of the “axial tissue” was examined. However, measure-
ments in the longitudinal direction (position 1) (Fig. 2) indi-
cate rather low longitudinal strain. Combining results
for the three oak trunks, a mean value of �0.0066% can
be calculated for the longitudinal direction. Therefore,
Poisson’s effect in the radial direction is rather small (ap-
proximately 0.002%), and the difference between the radial
released strains of ray tissue and axial tissue is not affected
substantially. Furthermore, it is difficult to estimate the
influence of the uniseriate rays remaining in the “axial tis-
sue.” However, it is possible that these small rays also gen-
erate small tensile stresses, influencing somewhat the radial
strain of the “axial tissue”.

To assume the growth stress levels in the tissues from the
released strains, their individual stiffness must also be taken
into consideration. Kawamura18,19 investigated the radial
elastic modulus of large rays and axial tissue (containing
uniseriate rays) for three oak species. For the large rays of
the investigated oak species the radial modulus of elasticity
(MOE) was in the range of 2.38–4.00GPa, whereas for the
axial tissue (containing uniseriate rays) the radial MOE was

1.03–1.86GPa. In view on the fact that the radial stiffness of
the large rays is approximately three times as high as the
radial stiffness of the axial tissue (with uniseriate rays), it
can be assumed that the difference in growth stresses be-
tween ray tissue and axial tissue is much higher than the
difference in the released strain distribution. Whether the

Fig. 3. Release of radial strains of the large rays and the “axial tissue”
for three oak trees at 15 positions (A–O) each. For the measurement
procedure, see Fig. 2
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axial tissue itself holds radial compressive stresses, such as
those calculated by Schniewind and Kersavage,16 has not yet
been determined.

Kawamura18 provided data on the microfibril angle
of the ray tissue. Using the X-ray diffraction technique,
Kawamura measured microfibril angles of about 60° to the
cell axis (radial direction in the trunk). However, these
values must be qualified regarding their interpretation
according to growth stress generation. Calculations by
Yamamoto8 indicate that the microfibril angle in the S2 layer
correlates with the generation of growth stresses. There-
fore, a cell with a large microfibril angle of about 60° might
generate compressive stress in its axial direction, resulting
in expansive released strain. In fibers and tracheids, the
volume of the S2 layer may be approximately 20 times that
of the S1 and S3 layers together. In the ray parenchyma cells
of beech (Fagus crenata) Harada15 detected a cell wall struc-
ture comparable to that of fibers. However, the ratio of the
volumes of the layers was about 1 :2 :1 (S1 :S2 :S3); therefore
the S2 layer is less dominant than that in fibers and trache-
ids. Measurements of the microfibril angle using the X-ray
diffraction technique produced integrated values of the en-
tire cell wall. In the case of a dominating S2 layer (fibers,
tracheids), the influence of the S1 and S3 layers on the results
can be ignored.20 Considering these facts on the measure-
ments of ray parenchyma cells, it seems reasonable to as-
sume that the S1 and S3 layers, which are known to have
large microfibril angles, influence the results of the X-ray
diffraction substantially, leading to overestimation of the
microfibril angle in the S2 layer. Therefore, further investi-
gations on the cell wall structure of ray parenchyma cells
are needed to determine whether the released strains of the
big oak rays correlate with the cell wall structure, particu-
larly with the microfibil angle of the S2 layer. This argument
raises the fundamental question of the role of the S1 and S3

layers in growth stress generation during cell differentia-
tion, particularly in the case of a high volume fraction of
these layers in the cell wall (e.g., in parenchyma cells).

Conclusions

It can be deduced from our results that rays and axial tissue
contain different growth stresses. Therefore, it must be
questioned that at any point in the stem various tissues have
the same stress levels.21 Our findings, in fact, suppose that
the tissue types prestrain each other in the living tree.
Therefore, the generation of radial tensile stresses in large
oak rays is a clue to the mechanical relevance of the ray
tissue. In addition to their high strength13 and stiff-
ness,14,18,19,22 they contribute actively to the generation of
stresses for tree protection. A mechanical explanation for
the importance of radial stresses in rays might be given in
combination with the previous models on growth stress dis-
tribution. The generation of longitudinal and tangential
stresses additionally leads to radial tensile stresses, so these
stresses endanger the tree because its axial tissue is weak
against transverse stresses. Provided the rays generate

tensile stresses during parenchyma differentiation, the
matched axial tissue will be stressed while in compression
and therefore would be protected against tensile failure.
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